Student Organizations

- BALSA
- CONSCIENCE
- DEMOCRATIC LAW STUDENTS
- ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY
- Hofstra Law Women
- Republican Law Students
- Jewish Law Students
- Public Law Journal
- Labor Law Journal
- LAW REVIEW
- ABA
- SBA ELECTIONS
- ILSA
- Trial Advocacy Club
- TRIAL TEAM TRY-OUTS TODAY 'TIL 2:00
- ILSA TODAY 7:00 P.M. Free Pizza Free Soda

VOTE EARLY VOTE OFTEN

GIVE BLOOD

P.C.M. PAR

S. J. Gehr
FRONT ROW (L-R): Brian Dunefsky, Bradley Siciliano, Craig Brown, David Hubelbank, Susan Henion Jannace, Frank Cer- 
avigliaro, Kevin Johnson.
SECOND ROW (L-R): Mark Joachim, Scott Rosenblatt, Scott Kipnis, 
Joshua Lichtenstein, Ronald Emmanuel, Billy Ascione, Karl 
THIRD ROW (L-R): Anita Nissan Yehuda, Jeanette Cotting, Alex 
Ornstein, Teresa Cinnamond, Mark Katz, Robert Rothman, Allyse 
Apper, Cara Longworth, Peter Tober, Steven Helfman, Robin 
Natiss, Christine Beggs, Eric Klar, Steve Engelman, Michael 
Schmidt.
FOURTH ROW (L-R): Robert Tugander, Eleana Kreitzman, Andrew 
Singer, Kraig Fox, Michele Levy, David Kohn, Bethany Conybeare, 
Linda Tiller, Arnold Golub, Michael Garner.

NOT PICTURED: Joseph Andruzzi, Michael Arama, Lauren Baum, 
Amy Beller, Philip Berkowitz, Ethan Blank, Michael Brew, Jennifer 
Bush, Jennifer Coyne, Jan Fishbein, Gina Fortunato, Michele Fried, 
Lisa Gambardella, Laurie Gathman, Craig Hammond, Robert 
Hiltzik, Adam Hodkin, Frederick Hyman, Jill Hyman, Laurence 
Jurman, Richard Kanowitz, Brian Lava, Andrew Leder, David Levine, 
Eric Levine, Jill Makower, Deborah Martin, Andrew Martone, 
Peter Mastroianni, Edward Mazlish, Daniel Murphy, Kenneth 
Pryor, Barbra Rabinowitz, Rob Ringler, Leonard Rosenbaum, 
Nancy Saltzman, Jeffrey Schulman, Dana Simoni, Brett Sirotta, 
Kevin Sullivan, Valerie Sumner, David Weiss, Scott Zucker.
FRONT ROW: (L-R) Marc Mandelman, Jeff Zellan, Shana Kassoff, Walshin, Senior Assistant Dean Robert Douglas.
SECOND ROW: (L-R) Christopher Senior, Steve Locke, Adam Friedman, Anthony Crabba, Michelle Simon, Caryn Lilling, David Cohen, Professor Samuel Kaynard.
THIRD ROW: (L-R) Rob Stone, Dan Hansen, Rob Cicero, Frank Smith, Chuck Ogeka, Paulette Fagen, Brian Hartstein, Jay Karp.
THIRD ROW: (L-R) Julie Lefkowitz, Darryl Segars, Steven Kass, Christopher Maurer, James Toner, Pietro Morra, Marshall Isaacs.

BLACK LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

FRONT ROW: (L-R) Denise Holt, Darida Holmes, Karen Casells, Courtenaye Jackson-Chase.
SECOND ROW: (L-R) Kirstin Statesman, Royce Russell, Adrian Ellis, Cameron Foster, Robin Gant, Diane McFarlane, Katrina Cumbo, Louis Townsend.
THIRD ROW: (L-R) Lisa Nelson, Stephanie Johnson, Sheena Mebane, Gerome Pinkins, Gregory Watford, Julianne Burrell, Paige Adams, Nadine White, Oliver Folkes.

TRIAL TEAM

SITTING: (L-R) Edward Cooper, Debbie Miller, Jerome Pinkins.
STANDING: (L-R) Professor Lawrence Kessler, Rich Ford, Andrew Laskin, Michael Chin, Raymond Sotomayor, Professor Douglas Colbert.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY

FIRST ROW: (L-R) Carlin Weaver, Melissa Schwartz, Jeannette Cotting, Lee Lostrito.
SECOND ROW: (L-R) Joel Katz, Jim Harinski, Uroos Mamud, Bruce Goldstein, Andrew Gould.
THIRD ROW: (L-R) Dana Mielke, Hugh Giffords, Mitch Ashley, Eric Martinez.
FIRST ROW: (L-R) Shirell Young-Gross, Eugenia Boutis, Courtenaye Jackson-Chase, Stephanie Johnson, Laura Bucaro, Debra Wabnik. 
SECOND ROW: (L-R) Matthew Friedman, Todd Drummer, Joshua Broitman, Nicole Norris, Jill Wallach.

ACCESS

FIRST ROW: (L-R) Rob Pipia, Sue Wruble, Monica Price, Dorothy Wendel. 
SECOND ROW: (L-R) Anthony Antaki, Greg Hlibok, Michele Kule-Korgood, Christine Faltz.
PUBLIC JUSTICE FOUNDATION

FRONT ROW: (L-R) Sheila McNamara, Sara Schulman, Donna Kassman.
SECOND ROW: (L-R) Adam Sattler, Claude Decastro, Dana Mielke, Peter Rosengarten.

LATINO LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

FRONT ROW: (L-R) Neil (Vinny) Hernandez, William Garcia, Ruby Marin, Al Ebanks, Lourdes Reyes, Vanessa Cruz, Carol Castillo.
SECOND ROW: (L-R) Damian Cotto, Jennifer Rego, Patria Frias-Colon, Juan Merchan, Raymond Sotomayer, Michael Adam Burger.
Scalia Incites Debate
Dean Blocks
Budget Release

The Hofstra "Nag"
Professor Puts Talents To Test In Crown Heights Controversy

Clinic & Director To Depart, Controversy Lingers

Trial Team Places Fifth In Nationals

Students Dub Dorm "Twin Jokes"

Faculty Win Raises, Refuse Comment

Trial and Moot Court Teams Subject To Strict Scrutiny

The Thomas Nomination: Survey Finds Professors Disturbed
What's In A Name

- Hofstra Community
- Hillary Clinton Addresses
- Professor Explores RIT-CIA Connection
- New Curriculum Wins Student Support
- Mayer Says "Nader's The One In '92"

- Professors Run NYC Marathon
- CONSCIENCE DEADLINE
- Law School Named For Mob Boss
- Editor's Corner

- TUITION INCREASES
Congrats to my best friend and wife, Margaret
Way to go Margaret! Love Randall & the Goffins
Hard work pays — P. Tober
Thank you Hofstra for introducing me to the law and to my wife.
M.J. Deegan
NITA 3 — We’ll see you on the catwalk — Doyle 3
Ellen & Amy — We had a great time tormenting them, didn’t we? Veronica
Mom & Dad, Thank you for everything. Jean
John George I love you Jean
Christina, You are one in a million MEAN JEAN
Jodi, Let’s keep in touch Jean
To Steve Malerba, “My twin” from day #1. I knew I made a friend for life. I couldn’t have made it through law school without you. John DeMatteo
Guys on the softball team, I shared some of the greatest moments in law school with you. From “Rock Me” DeMatteo
Rach. I’ll miss you. Good Luck! Love Neen
Flor, Thank G-d for blondie’s connections. You made law school “an experience” TNC
Garny Baby, later for flus & colds. Best of luck Babes! Christina
Jean, Thanks for the outlines at 308 and all your advice. Keep in touch. Chris
Deb, I’m so glad we got close. Let’s keep it up. Christina
John, See you at Jacks! Chris
Barbra, Best of Luck! TNC
Davey — Always and forever — Sweetpea
Jet Board sailing 92
Mardi Gras 92
Ken, Take tennis lessons!
Frank & Mike — Bago tag! MG
Thanks Mom & Pop — James
Miami — Summer 91 P.D.
Christina, Getting to know you has certainly been an experience. The greatest experience! See you in the gym. John
David — Thank you. You made everything easier. I love you! Shari
Lauren & Stacy — We had the prettiest outlines in the school. Shari
Julie — What an experience this has been! Shari
Julie & Stacy — Cancun 19, 20, 21! Shari